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We live in a world in which our personal data have been misused in 

many ways. It is a real problem and most of you may be aware but 

may not have any idea how this can prevented. DataXchain is 

developing a solution for this; and unless we correct this problem, 

the Intelligent Information Society we desire will continue to be 

dominated by centralised hubs rather than by the ordinary people 

like you and I who are the creators of data.

Our perspective in initiating DataXchain is that all of the data in the 

world can be compared to a universe. The “centralised” data world 

that we now have experience with is merely a small part of the larger 

data universe. DataXchain will broaden your view of the data 

universe by unveiling a Decentralized Data Trading Service powered 

by Deep Learning and Blockchain. Our personal data is extremely 

valuable, and each individual should be the key beneficiary of all use 

of their personal data. Ultimately, our future should flourish where 

the foundation of the data universe is developed.

Executive Summary

Founder’s Message

DataXchain will initiate a new era of Data Liberalism, which we believe is 

the most important value in the transition to the Intelligent Information 

Society. In order to facilitate this paradigm shift, we hereby present 

DataXchain, our Decentralized P2P Data Trading Service powered by 

Deep Learning and Blockchain, to the wider world.

DataXchain believes that the aim of the Intelligent Information Society is 

to provide ultimate efficiency to all mankind, based on the new values 

created on the ICT foundation, by delivering intelligent technology and 

innovation to the general public. The data flowing through the 

information communication network around the world represents a 

fundamental resource to our society. However, under our current 

industrial system, data is locked within centralised systems and 

services, generally represented by a handful of social media and internet 

portals. Our personal data has been harvested by these Data Giants to 

generate profits or satisfy their own interests.

DataXchain will provide an answer to the current data game and enable 

Data Liberalism through DataXchain, a novel ‘Blockchain-based 

Decentralized Deep Learning Data Trade Service’. Leveraging the 

DataXchain Platform, all the information of DataXchain’s partners and 

users will be connected, integrated and managed equally and fairly.

CSO Woo Yung LeeCEO Yong Chang Baek 

“

”
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Due to the rapid advancement of ICT Technology, our 

daily lives are connected through mobile phones, 

tablet pcs, laptops, TVs and other devices. Through 

these media we are able to ‘see’ the world around us, 

connect with people far away and share dreams. 

With the current state of technology, data is generated 

at an alarming pace everywhere - you can get 

observer-customised data on advertisements from 

various streets, arrival times from bus stops and even 

today’s menu from buildings kiosks etc.

Also, the role of data has gradually shifted, becom-

ing increasingly influential in recent decades. In 

particular, the advent of the internet has brought 

exclusive data into the public domain, allowing them 

to be shared by countless diverse individuals.  

In short, we are besieged with ‘Data’ every minute of 

the day, and have almost become numb to the 

information overflow.

We have come through 
a variety of Data Age.
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Welcome to the Data Age!“ ”

01. Solving A Big Data Problem

1.1 What’s wrong with the current data world 
       we live in?

D a t a X c h a i n

However, we are so used to uploading our data in the form of images, videos, text etc. online that we forget to ask who 
owns this data when it gets circulated. The sheer wealth of personal data in circulation is worth potentially trillions of 
dollars and yet only data giants in the form of private enterprises have been harvesting the data and deriving commer-
cial benefits from it. In some cases, there have serious data rights infringement, such as Facebook’s selling of data to 
Cambridge Analytica affecting over 50 million users. With these issues at hand, it is clear that individuals like ourselves 
have not been able to enforce our rights to our own personal data, when it rightfully belongs to us. This is a gap that 
needs to be addressed as the amount of data we produce as individuals increases with time and it also creates a huge 
opportunity for individuals to be compensated for the data they produce. How can we help individuals monetise this 
new class of assets called ‘data’? 
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01. Solving A Big Data Problem

D a t a X c h a i n

1.2 Introducing DataXchain

1.3 The Team behind DataXchain

DataXchain is a “Data Trading Platform powered by Deep Learning and Blockchain(hereafter Deep Data Trading)” 
which matches what data owners can provide with what data users want through a tailored data-matching service. 
Through ‘decentralizing’ data ownership and trade, DataXchain aims to create a new data paradigm in which individu-
als, as opposed to data giants, own the rights to their own data and are equitably compensated if their data is used. It 
also aims to create a brand-new deep data trading ecosystem in which anyone can easily create Digital Assets to 
share or sell.   
   
With data penetrating almost every aspect of our lives and becoming a vital resource, the possibilities DataXchain can 
bring are endless and so is the extent to which it can dramatically improve our lives.   

(Figure 1) DataXchain Partners

DataXchain R&D

DataXchain Blockchain
Partner

DataXchain DataScience
Partner

DataXchain Data
Enrichment Program

DataXchain Sharding
Project

Global Data Trade
Partners

Global Data Platform
Partners

ToBeLet is the company developing the DataXchain platform and ecosystem and it is supported by top liners in different 
segments of the market, including blockchain as well as cryptocurrency. 

DataXchain 
PR / Communication



DataXchain has secured partnerships with leading companies in their respective market segments such as The LINUX 

Foundation, Oracle, Ethereum and MFU.
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MFU 

MFU comes being a musician with an impressive track record and high level of professionalism to being a leader in 

music production tools in South Korea. MFU is the creator and operator of the Social Music Platform, Muzemaker, 

where music creation by separate instruments is offered to the B2B market, supported by copyright protection of the 

music. MFU has joined a partnership with DataXchain to support raw music data within the platform.

DataXchain’s key strategic partner in its development is one of South Korea’s leading provider of big-data and AI solutions, 
Xiilab. As DataXchain’s strategic partner, Xiilab has the necessary big-data technology, expertise and operating experience 
to help dataXchain leapfrog its development process. Not only are the key members of the Tobelet management team 
from Xiilab, DataXchain will benefit from Xiilab’s resources and connections and the DataXchain platform will be jointly 
developed with Xiilab, hence ensuring its successful implementation.

Vital Strategic Partnership with Xiilab 

Xiilab 

Some key facts about Xiilab :

Founded in 2010, Xiilab is listed on KORNEX (Korea New Exchange)

Xiilab was the first company in South Korea to list on KORNEX 

Emerging industry leader in the field of data-based services and Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Largest AI platform operator in South Korea

Key products include xDams, xDams: Vision, and Cheese Counter solution based on big data and A.I 

August Consulting

August Consulting is one of the leading corporate and financial communications consulting firms in Singapore, 

specialising in investor relations, financial media relations, issues management and communications support for 

companies, 200 + IPOs, ICOs, M&As and corporate restructuring exercises.

.
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The Digital Assets initially traded in the Decentralized DataXchain consist largely of Conscious Data (images, music, etc.).

Unconsicious
(Behavioral Data) (Created Data)

Conscious

Centralized

De - centralized

Our position within the competitive data market is as follows: 

Currently, several services are available in the Decentralized sensory or behavioural data market. They provide P2P 
data intermediation through human behavior data acquired through sensors, from which the data buyer must draw 
patterns after purchasing. In contrast, the complete centralised data market includes data giants such as Google and 
Facebook, which generate revenue based on user click content and personalized posts, marketing or analytics 
services based on owned databases such as Equifax and Acxiom, and companies collecting centric data based on a 
Decentralized platform such as Kaggle. 

Within this environment, DataXchain will launch a strictly-Decentralized platform, bypassing the central one. In 
addition, we further develop and extend the scope of data to include unconscious data such as video, behavioral 
information, and AI learning data from the sound sources and images created by people.

(Figure 2) DataXchain Positioning Map

1.4 Market Positioning
01. Solving A Big Data Problem
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With an extensive development track record in big data and A.I. solutions in the Korean Market, Xiilab will provide 
Uyuni and X-labeller, both of which are applications for assigning value to raw data in the platform. 

Uyuni is a labeling tool for text based data such as documents, spreadsheet etc. and X-labeler is used for the image 
and video labeling process. 

DataXchain will support three major data types for Deep Data Trading: Text, Image/Video and Music. 

Two of the Strategic Partners, Xiilab and MFU, are implementing the currently live solution to the platform. 

1.5 One-of-a-Kind Proprietary Technologies
01. Solving A Big Data Problem

Big Three Data Solution

DataXchain Platform

Labeling Tools 
Value Add 

Data Model
Output

Text based Data
(Documents, 

Spreadsheet etc.)
Image & Video Music

Uyuni X - Labeler Muzemaker

Uyuni Deep Learning Blackbox

Data Model Results Stored in The Blockchain
(DRM, Reproduction, Usage Rights)

Raw, Encapsulated Data, Data Model etc. stored

DataXchain
Blackbox for

Deep Learning

(Figure 3) Insert diagram of Machine Learning and Deep Learning process

Xiilab 
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MFU is a one stop solution for music production by using a real time recording tools, instrumental music trading and, 
copyright protection in Korea. They will provide a newly developed UI/UX version of Muzemaker within the market to 
provide the labeling process for the music data. 

All of the labeled data will end up in the Deep Learning Blackbox to be used for creating the most accurate Data 
Model to be traded. 

All the resulting output from labeled data to data model will be stored within the blockchain which is capable of 
recording the realtime use , licensing, trading transactions etc. as well as registering the actual owners of the data. 

(Screen 1) Uyuni

(Screen 3) Muzemaker

MFU 

(Screen 2) X-Labeler



Data Scale EB(Exa Byte)
(Late 90’s = 100EB)

Rise of ZB(Zetta Byte)
(In2011= 1.8ZB)

ZB Dominated Era
Data scale in 2020 increases 50

times compared to 2011

Structured Data
(DB,Office information)

Non-structured Data
(Email,Multimedia,Social Media)

IoT, Cognitive Information
(RFID,Senior,Machine to Machine) 

Structured Diversity , Complexity, Social Practicality, Real- time

Mainframe Computer Personal Computer Internet/Mobile IT everywhere

AI
IoT

VR
Mobile

SNS
WEB2.0

Broadband

Global Data Trend

-In 2016, the magnitude of digital information exceeded 16ZB
 (*16ZB=16 trillion GB) 
-In 2025 forecasted 10 times surge(163ZB)
 (IDC ‘Data Age 2025’)

PC

www

Data Type

Data Attribute

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

Rise of the
BigData

Before the 1980s, a structured form of standard data was solely used for business purposes by a handful of enterprises; 

this can be viewed as a perfect model of “Closed & Centric Data.” At that time, data was the state-of-the-art technology 

but out of reach for most of ordinary people.

However, with the advent of personal computers and the Internet, the data shift phenomenon slowly gathered steam 

between the 1980s and the new millennium. In this ‘Open & De-centric Data Age’ various types of data were distributed 

among a host of Internet users. We rejoiced and welcomed the vvintroduction of the Information Age. 

In 2006, however, renowned market researcher Clive Humby cited the flow of the Information Data Age, referring to data 

as “the new oil.” Alibaba’s Jack Ma also shared that we are moving into the Data Age and that data is the essential oil in 

the new age. Visionaries in the 19th century met with skepticism for their proposition on the  vast growth potential of the 

value of crude oil buried underground, but were eventually proven right. If data is ‘the new oil’, then this is a new source of 

wealth, the starting point of a new economic and technical revolution.

A Little History Lesson The Data Age has gone through many evolutions.

1980

2000

1. Seagate-WP-DataAge2025-March-2017.pdf

2010

NOW

Not long ago, in the early 2010s, the dissemination of mobile phones led to a new paradigm shift known as the “Mobile 

Data Age” in which information and data followed us everywhere. People started to upload data unconsciously on mobile 

portals, which led to the rise of data giants such as Twitter, Google, Apple, and Facebook, and more. They started to 

control and manipulate our personal data through the medium of mobile devices equipped with a 4-inch screen.

With the recent advent of IoT technology, increasingly massive amounts of machine data are being created by innumera-

ble appliances (sensors). In this hyper-connected & data-driven Data Age, data are a source of digital energy, influencing 

and leading our daily lives. Furthermore, big data and artificial intelligence (AI) have improved the value and quality of 

data; and it is these very data that are being utilised in the decision-making process. What we are now witnessing is the 

prelude to the authentic “Intelligent Data Age”

(Figure 4) The Revolution of Data Age Followed by ICT Tech Development 1
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1.6 Why the World Needs DataXchain
01. Solving A Big Data Problem



The current situation has given rise to two 
fundamental issues.

2. Ginny Rometty, We need a new era of data responsibility (2018.01.21)
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/01/new-era-data-responsibility/

3. Source:‘Data Never Sleeps 5.0’ Report by Domo.com

4. Source: Facebook

(Figure 5) Personal Data Value Prediction 

As we are currently shifting to the era of big data, we 

regard this as an opportunity to bring about tremen-

dous changes to create immense wealth for individu-

als through creating a new earnings stream and 

reinventing various aspects of their lives in work, 

education, leisure and more.

International Data Corporation (IDC) has predicted 

that the market for big data & business analytics will 

grow from $131.1 billion in 2016 to more than $202 

billion within 5 years, at a CAGR of 11.7%. Moreover, 

according to the World Economic Forum, the value of 

personal data could reach €1 trillion by 2020, 

representing a whopping 317% leap compared to the 

€ 315 billion recorded in 2011.

Social media is a significant harvesting ground for 

personal data. Every single minute ,   Instagram users 

post 46,740 photos, Snapchat users share 527,760 

photos and 456,000 tweets are sent on Twitter, while 

each day, more than 300 million photos  are uploaded 

on Facebook.

With this spike in the value of data, the “gold miners” 

of the twenty-first century, many of whom are internet 

giants, have made their way to the big data trading 

market. Leveraging on world-best IT infrastructure as 

represented by smart phones and high-speed internet 

technology, they have been collecting and processing 

big data and have reaped significant profits from it. 

They have even launched new data businesses in the 

search of new data sources. The scope and variety of 

the data they control is becoming even broader, rang-

ing from linguistic data posted on the internet to 

shopping information, medical records or even 

navigation data analysis. 

In the current data-driven society, data is only 

distributed and utilised in “Centric” form as 

telecommunication networks, internet portals, 

social media and data analytics companies strive 

to monopolise the ownership of the data of 

individuals. Under this system, the risk of private 

data leakage is very high and so is the chance of 

data being potentially misused for advertisement 

services organised by data giants.
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An Opportunity within A Problem
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 5. Source: Facebook

 6. https://www.statista.com/chart/10416/googles-ad-revenue-in-perspective/  (2017.07.25)
 

Individuals are not enjoying any rewards while their data is being used and traded because private enterprises are 
dominating in the trade of “Centric Data,”. For example, there are over 95 million pictures  and videos posted on 
Instagram daily. These pictures and videos are personal data but currently bring to the owners no tangible benefits. 
Unknown to the user, a simple picture of driving a car on a holiday may be desired by both a tour agency and a car 
company. However, this data is commercialised by private enterprises at their discretion. Therefore, we strongly 
recommend the establishment of a reasonable system to ensure fair trade and to bring revenue to the rightful data 
owners.

Insufficient reward for the trade and use of My Data 

In 2017, serious concerns were raised about the data economy ranging from massive data breaches to the willful 
manipulation of online platforms, which in turn raised questions about the need for a stricter system to minimise 
the risks of abuse while taking full advantage of the new intelligent world.

Kaggle is renowned for being a 

decentralized platform, but data is 

selectively collected, leading to 

statistical errors. 

Palantir Technology owns data 

relations models all around the globe 

and sells CREDIT classification data to 

organizations such as the CIA to 

generate profits. 

Data giants offer tailored service to the 

buyers of ad spaces. By tracking the 

search record and purchase list of 

”unique advertisement IDs,“ they deduce 

specific interest to post advertisement 

of ad space buyers. In 2016 in particular, 

Google raked in 44 percent of global 

online ad revenues and 15 percent of the 

worldwide total across all media, 

exceeding the total advertisement 

expenditure of South Korea by six times.

The recent data leakage scandal at Facebook caused ‘real damage’ to over 

50 million users. Chris Wylie, the whistleblower from Cambridge Analytica, claimed 

that Facebook data had been exploited for political campaigns. 

The leakage is known to have caused many billions of dollars of damages, 

and his testimony caused the FTC to launch a new investigation.

Over the past few decades, we witnessed an abundance of news related to the hacking, leaking, misuses and illegal manipulation of 
personal data in the current Centric Data system. Individuals like you and I are the legitimate owners of the data that has been 
circulating and therefore, the rights to these data should be restored to individuals.

The existence of these issues is a strong signal for the need of an fair data marketand a new data economy built on the principles 
of equity and equality.

It is time to change the balance of powers, transferring them back from the giants to the ordinary man, helping David win the battle 
against Goliath, shifting the data world from a Centric to a Decentric model.

 

Misuse & manipulation of My Data

Data misuse

ex1

ex3

CREDIT Classification Data

ex2

Statistical errors

ex1

Huge revenue by My Data

Issue No.1

Issue No.2

5

6
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DataXchain aims to decentralize data ownership and use and restore the data rights back to individuals through 
creating a deep data trading platform powered by blockchain technology.   

Power Group (Multibillionaire Businesses)
Data Majority

Data Minority

Start - Ups
(SME)

GOV

CORP

TO-BEAS-IS

Individual
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(Figure 6) Deep Data Trading Ecosystem AS-IS/TO-BE Model

#4

#1

#2 #3
DATA

GIANTS

ME
ME

MEME

ME

Guarantee
the Rights of 

My Data

What is the DataXchain solution?  

D a t a X c h a i n

My Data (DataXchain)



With the DataXchain platform and technology, we aim to build an active, self-sustaining and self-enriching Deep Data 
Trading ecosystem. The main agents in the ecosystem are Data Owners, Data Users, and Platform Contributors, each 
of whom enhances the DataXchain service. Together these actors distribute an abundance of Digital Assets and reap 
profits with the cryptocurrency DXCT.
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Data Owner (Producers) 

Data Owners refer to anyone who appreciates
the value of their own creations (photos, music, 
pictures, texts, images, etc.) and wants to share it with 
those who need it. Data Owners add to the universe of 
tradable enriched data.

Data User 

Data Users refer to individuals, corporations 
and public organizations that want to easily obtain and
use up-to-date data that has been accurately classified 
for public or private purposes. 
They can include Big Data developers, AI developers, 
data scientists and others in need of public data for 
their respective businesses and missions.

People who record their memories from time to time using mobile devices.

Music enthusiasts who record their compositions or ideas for lyrics. 

People who love to draw and design caricatures, drawings, icons, etc.

Bookworms who also enjoy writing poetry, novels and essays.

People whose hobby is expressing story lines with illustrations

Cafe owners, etc. who want to share CCTV recordings for security purposes.

Office workers who commute in an automobile equipped with a black box.

Government, public and research institutes that want to provide diverse 
types of data for the public benefit.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Creators who need data to stimulate their inspiration or to assist their work.

Startups that require fresh and creative photos, music, pictures, articles, etc.

Environmental protection groups that require  environmental data related to 
ecosystem analytics tasks.

Companies that collect big data for the analysis of specialized business fields. 

Analytics companies that need to collect recent data in order to create and 
update statistical reports.

National government agencies and public institutions that collect data for the 
development of intelligent and efficient public services.

Insurance companies that need traffic data or accident statistics.

Data Contributors
   

Platform Contributors are our strongest supporters 
and partners who will vitalise the platform with the 
input and output of the data along with Data Owners 
and Data Users. 
They will be the main driving engine behind theplatform 
by the significant volume of data they will add to the 
ecosystem as well as purchase from the ecosystem. 
In short, they behave like wholesalers and will be key to 
driving trading volume on DataXchain. 
They are also the quality managers of the system, 
verifying metadata value and data appropriation. 
Effectively, they are the law enforcers and city 
managers of the platform, helping the platform to 
develop superior quality data and machine learning 
capable solutions.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Data Scientists requiring a on-demand classified data for their research, 
development and service/products. 

Machine Learning Engineers and A.I. developers who needs up to date and 
ready to use data that needs to train their 

Marketing Agencies and Research Scientists who needs the specific and 
classified data to support their work.

National government agencies and public institutions that collect data for the 
development of intelligent and efficient public services.

5. Insurance companies that need traffic data or accident statistics.

6. Companies that collect big data for the analysis of specialized business fields. 

7. Analytics companies that need to collect recent data in order to create and 
update statistical reports.



(Figure 7) DataXchain Ecosystem

DataXchain Community Ecosystem
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Growing this pillar of the ecosystem is vital to its survival and we have set aside a budget and resources to support 
the expansion of DataXchain’s reach with Platform Contributors. Within the first two years, we will focus on growing 
our network in East Asia, where some of our strategic partners are situated, as well as the US where there are some 
of the best and highly-regarded data scientists and Machine Learning Engineers in the world. Beyond the first two 
years, we will expand our outreach to Europe and Australia. 

The ecosystem consists of two layers: DataXchain and DataXchain Platform. The DataXchain is the place where data 
are directly traded and distributed, while the DataXchain Platform works as a technical foundation for the DataXchain. 
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Observing the principles of equity and equality, as well as trust is key to making the DataXchain ecosystem function 
successfully, since the platform has been created to protect the data rights belonging to each partner and promote 
equal sharing of data and the value it creates among the different players in the ecosystem. DataXchain’s vision and 
mission have been established along these concepts.

DataXchain will open up a new era in the “Intelligent Data Age” in which everyone can enjoy 
equal rights to data and be satisfied members of the DataXchain ecosystem.

DataXchain will build a data ecosystem where                   is traded fairly and equally 
and each individual’s data ownership is protected.

My Data

DataXchain aims to disrupt the present framework of centralized data capitalism dominated by existing powerhouses 
in order to establish a new data market for ordinary individuals.

DataXchain will strive to build trust in the digital economy and truly demonstrate its potential. In this way, we will 
strengthen the global community and add value to everyone’s lives in the intelligent information society.

With this, DataXchain is ready to usher in the new era of the “Intelligent Data Age”.

VISION

MISSION

VISION & MISSION
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DataXchain offers a seamless P2P data matching service for Data Owners with image and sound sources and Data Users 
(public or private).

DataXchain ensures that personal data will be delivered to the right destination. Digital assets uploaded directly from the 
Data Owner or data converted with the Data Enrichment process are recommended to the Data User with DataXchain’s 
Intelligent Matching Engine. To ensure a smooth decision-making process, both a search and a preview function are also 
provided to all users. 

The Smart Contract is executed to guarantee a secure and accurate purchase process. The Data Owner receives a fine 
amount of DataXchain Tokens (DXCT) for sold data. Every transaction is recorded on the distributed ledger as immutable 
purchase evidence, thus minimising the risk of fraud.

DataXchain is a “DataXchain is a Decentralized Data Trading Service powered by Deep Learning and Blockchain”. 
DataXchain provides a tailored matching service between Data Owners and Data Users through our unique Intelligent 
Matching Engine, x-Matcher and transactions are facilitated and recorded by Smart Contracts.

Following a purchase decision, a Smart Contract is automatically executed and a paid DataXchain Token (DXCT) is 
delivered to the Data Owner. Then, the Data User acquires data download authorization to download purchased data 
as many times he or she desires.

2.1.1 Data Matching

(Figure 8) DataXchain Service Feature
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02.

2.1 Overview

D a t a X c h a i n

DataXchain
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(Figure 9) DataXchain APP UI

Potential value of 
personal digital asset : 
15,000 DXCT

Overview of digital asset 
in data enrichment 
process

Transaction amount in 
DataXchain : 8.56 DXCT

Transaction record in 
DataXchain

Detailed DataXchain trade 
records

Real-time PUSH alarm for 
DXCT acquisition

1

2

3

4

5

6

DataXchain has a wallet function that empowers users to take control of their data and sell them through the DataX-
chain network. Apart from displaying the amount of DXCT users have, users are also able to inspect the potential value 
of Digital Assets in DXCT and trace every transaction, in the usage history.

2.1.1.1 Data Wallet

Some key features include : 

Potential value of personal Digital Asset : 15,000 DXCT

Overview of Digital Asset in Data Enrichment Process

Transaction amount in DataXchain : 8.56 DXCT

Transaction record in DataXchain

Detailed DataXchain trade records

Real-time PUSH alarm for DXCT acquisition
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One of the features of DataXchain that distinguishes it from other similar platforms is its powerful, one-of-its-kind 
technology that powers the “Data Enrichment Process”. Through this patented technology, DataXchain is able to 
transform raw data into highly defined Digital Assets, which constitute a distinguishable, tradeable form of data. For 
instance, under the process, a simple photo or video can be assigned a complete package of labels under the system’s 
hyper-sensitive analytical tool called X-Labeler which can capture even the smallest details in photos and videos. The 
result makes it easier for Data Users to find what they want down to the most precise attributes, while Data Owners 
will experience a higher pick-up rate for their data.    

Just as crude oil is refined into gasoline, DataXchain brings the commercialisation of My Data to a whole new level. 
This is expected to be a key driver of conversion and usage, which underpins the success of every platform.

For a more detailed explanation of the Data Enrichment technology, please refer to section 3.2.2. in the DataXchain 
Platform chapter.  

2.1.2 Data Enrichment 

2.1.3 Data Deep Learning
Machine Learning forms the backbone of the Data Enrichment Process and DataXchain, in partnership with Xiilab, has 
developed a highly advanced form of Machine Learning to process data with a high degree of accuracy and efficiency. 
Machine Learning, simply defined, is a method of data analysis that makes the work of building a data analysis model 
automatic. It is a branch of artificial intelligence that involves systems being able to ‘learn’ iteratively from data, apply to 
model building and make decisions with minimal human intervention. With more data being fed into the system, the 
data models become more refined and the system becomes more robust.  

The workings of DataXchain’s Machine Learning system is the joint input of Xiilab’s own technology – Uyuni, and the 
processing work of Platform Contributors. Data that gets fed into the system by Data Owners, gets labelled and 
evaluated by the system before being verified by Platform Contributors for metadata accuracy, data quality and 
appropriateness. Uyuni then takes all the labelled data and puts it to testing in the Uyuni Deep Learning Blackbox. 
The eventual output is a fully-optimised data model that can makes DataXchain a highly intelligent data processing 
system that can run on its own.

Following intensive processing in the Uyuni Deep Learning Blackbox, all the data model output gets stored in the the 
DataXchain system’s blockchain. This includes Digital Rights Management, data reproductions, usage rights etc. Deep 
Learning is a highly sophisticated process that can learn complicated patterns in large amounts of data. For instance, 
it is able to identify objects in images and words in sounds. The same capabilities will be injected into DataXchain’s 
system, giving it an edge over other existing data processing systems.

Supervised

Labeled data
Direct feedback
Predict outcome/future

Decision process
Reward system
Learn series of actions

No labels
No feedback
“Find hidden structure”

Unsupervised Unsupervised

Learning

(Figure 10) Type of Learning



Case 1 Data Owner : Data purchasing becomes more affordable. 
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02.

2.2 Case Studies 

D a t a X c h a i n

DataXchain

Upon registration, he uploads and adds three labels each 
of his pictures and checks that they are in the Enrichment 
process by accessing the mobile app. 

Expedia, which was recommended a photo by Abraham, 
purchases its pictures for a new marketing plan for 300 
DXCT. 

Abraham is informed by the push alarm that a Smart 
Contract with Expedia has been executed, and the 
DXCT sent to him by Expedia is confirmed through the 
DXCT Wallet tab in the APP. 

Even after completing the transaction, Abraham often 
checks the transaction history and total transaction 
amount through the DataXchain app, and easily receives 
additional income by uploading the photos that he took 
after realising the benefits of using DataXchain.

Abraham loves to travel and leaves image records about 
the places he visits. 

After a trip to Japan, he has a fewhundred pictures stored 
in his smartphone. 

A finds that there is a platform through which he can 
receive rewards for his photos, and downloads the 
mobile app called DataXchain. 

Park n’ Go as well as data holders Gregorie and Teddy 
which are parking managers receive an email of 
transaction confirmation through a Smart Contract. 

Park n’ Go pays the DXCT and the tokens aredirectly 
delivered to Gregorie and Teddy. Park n’ Go is able to 
save on its budget for data collection and collect the 
services earlier than expected, making it possible to 
launch the new service ahead of the planned schedule.

As the business starts to grow, Park n’ Go then reviews 
and purchases referral data from DataXchain to generate 
higher revenue through service reorganization and 
expansion.

As Park n’ Go service stabilizes, all the data collected 
through the operation can also be uploaded and tradable 
in the DataXchain market. 

While preparing for the launch of a real-time parking lot 
alarm service app, startup company, Park n’ Go finds out 
about DataXchain in the course of collecting data at all 
the parking lots around the country. 

After accessing and searching for ‘parking lot’ on the 
website, the group reviews the exposed parking lot data 
and decides to purchase the CCTV video footage as well
as use the status data, since it is precise enough for them
and available for 700,000 DXCT.

1 6

6

7

2

1

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

Case 2 Data User :   New revenue model for Deep Data Trading. 
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02.

2.2 Case Studies 
DataXchain

Case 3 Government : Platform Contributor as the biggest supporters.

The purchased data is used as information in the 
problem-solving discussions and decisions. 

The government decides to expand the roads to resolve 
the problem.

Traffic congestion has become a regular feature on 
certain roads in a city and the city government is 
becoming concerned.

The government’s transport department decides to go 
on DataXchain to search for information that can allow 
it to understand the traffic situation better and 
the causes of the traffic problems.

Having found the information it needs, it proceeds to 
purchase that data collated from various organisations 
and individuals for 2,000,000 DXCT that were 
automatically matched with the requirements for the data.

1

4

5

Post-construction, the city is transformed into a traffic-free
zone and continued to upload the data on DataXchain 
Platform.

6

2

3



Provides a simplified upload
procedure as well as a potential 
value viewer service on websites 
and mobile APPs.

The service features provided by the DataXchain Data Matching & Data Enrichment Service boost transactions 
between partners. 

User -friendliness

A seamless, stable service and 
flexible software architecture
are provided for high-tech 
applications.

Flexibility

The use of advanced AI & Big Data 
technology allows automatic 
matching as well as a cataloguing
service using DataXchain Engine.
(Smart data handling)  

Intelligence

DataXchain enforces security with 
the Smart Contract powered by the
Blockchain network and separate 
key value storage.

Security
(Security enhancement & 
real time tracking)

DataXchain enables a simultaneous yet 
massive process through participation
in various open source projects such 
as the Ethereum Sharding project. 
(Strong & quick service process)

Agility

Prevents filter bubbles through an 
automatic matching process based 
on diverse hybrid algorithms.

Accuracy

(Figure 11) DataXchain Service Features

02. DataXchain

2.3 Service Features
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The DataXchain Business operates on DXCT (DataXchain Token) commissions charged on transactions undertaken 
between Data Owners and Data Users. The current business involves purchase transactions with image and music 
digital asset media. 

40% of the transaction fee will be invested in the operation of DataXchain.

30% will be donated mainly to the Tobelet Foundation for the promotion 
of the DataXchain platform, with a portion going to charity. 

Anyone anywhere in the world can participate in DataXchain. Regardless of one’s status in the real world, partners are 
regarded as individual blocks within the blockchain network, thus serving as the cornerstone of fair data trading. 

02.

2.4 Business Model
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DataXchain

(Figure 12) DataXchain BM

DataXchain Project
Transaction Fee

Data Usage Fee
DXCT (Token )

Operating Expense
40% of the Transaction Fee

Donation/Charity
30% of the Transaction Fee

Data Usage Right
Enriched Data

Data Owner DataXchain Platform Data User

Data Contributors
30% of the Transaction Fee

30% will be reserved for the Data Contributors for their responsibilities 
within the platform.
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(Figure 13) DataXchain Platform Structure

The DataXchain Platform consists of the Service Layer and the Infrastructure Layer to enhance transactions in 
DataXchain. They each serve as a blockchain-based service provider, smart contract, data storage, and processor.

Service Layer
X-Matcher
X-Labeler
X-Deep Learner
X-Classifier   

Infrastructure Layer

X- FABRIC : DataXchain Blockchain Platform
X-FS : DataXchain Distributed File System

DataXchain Platform

03. DataXchain Platform

3.1 Architecture

X - Fablic (Blockchain)

X - FS (Distributed File System)

Data Owner Data User

Data
Contributor

X-Deep Learner

X-Classifier

Select

Text

Image / Video

Music

X-Labeler

T - Labler

IV - Labler

T - Labler

X-Matcher
Market-Place
Service with
Meta data

Catalog
Profiles, etc

AI Big Data
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The Service Layer within the DataXchain Platform performs the following functions for efficient Deep Data Trading-
processing:

DataXchain Platform

Raw DataData Owner Digital Assets Data User

Upload Transmit

DXCT 1 Digital Asset

Pay DXCT

Buy Decision

Smart 
Contract

Smart 
Contract

Issue Smart Contract

1 7

6

5

4

DataXchain Engine

Label Catalog

Data Enrichment(X-Classifier/X-Labeler)  2

Data Matching (X-Matcher)3

03. DataXchain Platform

3.2 Service Layer

(Figure 14) Overview of the DataXchain Platform Process 

X-Matcher
X-Labele

X-Deep Learner
X-Classifier   

Deep Learning Blackbox
(X-Deep Learner)2’
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A method of making automatic predictions (filtering) about the 
interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste information 
from many users (collaboration).   

Algorithm for utilizing a series of discrete characteristics of an item 
in order to recommend additional items with similar properties. 

(Figure 15) Data Recommendation Algorithm 

3.2.1 X-Matcher    

DataXchain recommends the best choice for Data Users through the hybrid efforts of both Collaborative Filtering 
and Content-Based Filtering. As transaction data are accrued the algorithm develops into a more accurate form; 
and the additional development of the deep learning-based Intelligent Matching Engine will enhance the technical 
standard for the service.

The DataXchain Platform offers a powerful and intelligent search service to every partner. 

Collaborative Filtering

Content-Based Filtering

CONTENT-BASED FILTERINGCOLLABORATIVE FILTERING

Read by both users Read by users

Similar articlesSimilar users

Read by her,
recommended to him!

Recommend
to user

Search

7. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_filtering
8. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recommender_system#Content-based_filtering

7

8
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Raw data will be labeled by the Data Owner during the initial upload, thus allowing the Data Owner to grant a reasonable value 
for My Data. The additional development of "X-Labeler "   will enable intelligent labeling.

3.2.2 X-Labeler

9 

1. Image is uploaded for the system and multiple upload is available

 2. Uploaded images is pulled up for visualized confirmation

9. Platform to tag Raw Image Data owned by the Data Owner. Processed data on X-Labeler are enriched with Metadata.
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3. Individual components of the video are being labelled

4. A list of the data label identified in the image is summarized with their respective values is created
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(Figure 16) X-Labeler Use Screen

Labeled data are added to the Cataloguing operation and processed into Digital Asset which is “Findable” and able to be 
handled by the Data User. This is powered by the DataXchain Engine Processor built with our own technology. 

Data Cataloguing

Video upload 
for labeling

Dataset labeling 
state

Figure & car 
labeled

Labeled data list

Image is uploaded for 

the system and multiple 

upload is available.

Uploaded images is 

pulled up for visualized 

confirmation.

Individual components 

of the video are being 

labelled.

A list of the data label 

identified in the image is 

summarized with their 

respective values is 

created.

5. Mobile View of the data labelling process by X-Labeler  
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3.2.3 X-Deep Learner

X-Deep Learner acts as a brain of DataXchain. Other front modules, such as X-Classifier, X-Labeler, X-Matcher will 
be reinforced by rear module, X-Deep Learner and they will have an intelligence for accurate data handling and 
processing.

Using Deep Learning to classify and label images isn’t only better than any other traditional algorithms: it’s starting 
to be better than actual humans.

During the training process, X-Deep Learner learns to discover useful patterns in the digital representation of data, 
like images and music. In particular, this module enables more advancements for image recognition, sound 
recognition, machine translation, and natural language processing, etc. for best fit data matching. Figure xx shows 
the basic process of X-Deep Learner.

Most commercial deep learning products use “supervised learning” to achieve their objective. For instance, in order to 
recognize a cat in a photo, a neural net will need to be trained with a set of labeled data. This tells the algorithm that there 
is a “cat” represented in this image, or there is not a “cat” in this photo. If you throw enough images at the neural network, it 
will, indeed, learn to identify a “cat” in an image. Producing large, labelled datasets is an achilles heel for most deep 
learning projects, however.

“Unsupervised learning,” on the other hand, is how deep learning works and enables us to discover new patterns and 
insights by approaching problems with little or no idea what our results should look like.

X-Deep Learner adopts both, Supervised learning and Unsupervised learning based on types of data, application, etc. 

Learning from the know label data to create a model then predicting target class 
for the given input data.

Learning from the unlabeled data to differentiating the given input data.

Also, X-Deep Learner supports Docker Container-based deep-run project management that ensures best efficiency. 
Experience and technical expertise of XIIlab's Deep Learning Platform will be adopted. Also, X-Deep Learner supports 
multiple developer requirements and development environment. Also operational managers are provided with an efficient 
allocation and monitoring environment for available resources.

Supervised learning :  

Unsupervised learning :   

Pre-Processing Pre-
Processing

Learning
Algorithm
Training

Parameter
Optimization

Post-
Processing

Final
Model

Training
Dataset

Test Dataset

New Data

New Data

Final Model Evaluation
Prediction

Refinement

Refinement

Spirit

Missing Data

Feature Extraction

Feature Selection

Feature Scaling

Dimensionality Reduction

Performance Metrics

Model Selection

(Figure 17) Basic Process of X-Deep Learner 
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3.2.4 X-Classifier

DataXchain has an automated data classification function in data pre-processing stage. When data is uploaded by 
customer, X-Classifier can classify the input data based on type, such as text, Image, music and forward them to 
X-Labeler or X-Deep Learner without human intervention.
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The DataXchain Infrastructure Layer consists of the X-Fablicand the DataXchain File System, which provide all the 
functions and resources required for a reliable DataXchain service.

Within Ethereum, multiple miners execute Smart Contracts simultaneously. During this process, however, the 
miners run unnecessarily, thus wasting resources. Furthermore, each consensus algorithm must be executed for 
the process, leading to a corresponding delay.

The X-Fabric is built on the Hyperledger Fabric, an open source project hosted by the Linux Foundation. Hence, the 
X-Fabric ensures high performance associated with this project. As the endorser nodes responsible for particular a 
chaincode are orthogonal to the orderers in the Hyperledger Fabric, the system may scale better than if these 
functions were performed by the same nodes. In particular, this occurs when different chaincodes specify 
endorsers, which leads to a partitioning of chaincodes between endorsers and allows the execution of a parallel 
chaincode (endorsement). 

The X-Fabric is an implementation of the blockchain network including the Smart Contract. With a noticeable 
modular architecture, each element is configured with great flexibility. In particular, this has the advantage of 
supporting private channels and building permitted networks. Private channels allow users to continue the valida-
tion process, share data or make transactions visible only to specific users or groups.

The following are the major module-specific features related to the Smart Contract in the X-Fabric.

Account Module

This contains a registration and account management service to enable access to DataXchain. Account informa-
tion is stored on the X-Fabric after the data verification process in the Smart Contract. When the user approaches 
DataXchain to log in and change the account information, the account information is delivered through the Applica-
tion Layer and validated based on the X-Fabric information through the Smart Contract Function. The user’s login 
information is returned to the Application Layer, or the new account information is registered in the X-Fabric.

Enrichment Module

When a Data Owner attempts to label uploaded data, the access validation check in the Smart Contract must be 
approved first hand. The approved user creates Digital Asset information (enriched metadata) with the Data 
Enrichment function in the Application Layer, and this is stored on the X-Fabric through the Smart Contract function.

3.3.1 X-FABRIC  

10

10. http://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.1/arch-deep-dive.html

03.

3.3 Infrastructure Layer
DataXchain Platform
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3.3.2 X-FS(DataXchain File System)

All data in DataXchain are stored in the X-FS and the X-Fabric according to their attributes. Instead of storing the 

data directly inside the blockchain, the location of the data as well as private key of the actual data is stored in the 

X-Fabric, and when the data needs to be pulled out, the address is referred to and the data stored in X-FS are 

transmitted to the user. Since the meta-information of data used for search and recommendation is light, it is 

stored in the blockchain network in the form of text. Data can be stored in the DFS, a distributed repository, to 

prevent the centralization of the right to data.

Also, the X-FS speeds up data import from multiple computers simultaneously (multi-computing), rather than from 

one computer at a time, and supports versioning and mirroring to prevent data loss. It will be possible to apply this 

structure flexibly even when the volume of data from sound sources, images, etc. stored in the DataXchain Platform 

becomes larger due to continuous expansion in the future

Token Module 

The X-FS is a distributed data storage designed exclusively for the DataXchain service.

Upon concluding a transaction, the Data User pays DXCT, including the data value and the commission fee. Then, 
the token is distributed to trading participants at a fixed rate. The transaction is executed through the chaincode 
based on the Smart Contract. The application executes the business logic implemented through the chaincode and 
records the result on the Ledger. At the moment of the data transaction in the DataXchain Platform, the chaincode 
is carried out, and the status is automatically updated for all transactions, such as the DXCT balance check for each 
user as well as the DXCT transfer between users, and they are permanently recorded on the distributed ledger 
within the blockchain.

Trade Module 

With the confirmation of purchase decision by the Data User, the trade is sent through the Smart Contract. This 
module enables every trade contract process including data license transfer, bilateral confirmation, and transaction 
record.

The Data User is able to browse the metadata of the recommended Digital Asset stored in 
The X-Fabricwith the contents ID information through the Smart Contract. Then the Data User browses the authen-
tic resource data stored in the DataXchain File System with the resource data record on the X-Fabric, and the Smart 
Contract allows the Data User to preview the data and make a purchase decision.

After the Data User has made the DXCT payment, data verification in the Smart Contract is activated and the trade 
information is recorded on the X-Fabric, allowing the Data User to access purchased data. 
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As described above, the blockchain-based service provided by the DataXchain Platform not only ensures security, 

processing speed and data loss prevention in the Account, Enrichment, Token, and Trade modules in the Smart Contract, 

as well as the X-FS, but plays an important role in complementing the issue of scalability. DataXchain's diverse services 

enable users to create deals that are convenient, fair and equitable.

Furthermore, the DataXchain Platform provides a quick service to users with layer-by-layer distributed development, and 

this form of maintenance makes it possible to provide a convenient and smooth service to users.

3.4 Core Features
03. DataXchain Platform
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4.1.1 Distribution and Issuance

The DXCT is an ERC20 compliant token. It has been designed according to the idea of fair and equal trading of 
Digital Asset values within the DataXchain Ecosystem.
 
Income from DXCT sales will be used to further develop the DataXchain Platform. The outcomes of such activities 
will result in the establishment of an agile, transparent system. Each token purchaser from the DXCT Sale will have 
a Token Sale Agreement as well as the Terms and Condition signed with ToBeLet through the website registration.

DXCT: DataXchain Token 

4.1.2 Use of Tokens
DXCT is the main instrument of payment in DataXchain. A cryptocurrency exchange option is provided to secure 
more users in the market. 

* The sale of tokens requires advance registration process of KYC.DXCT Crowdsale 

04. Tokenomics

4.1 Allocation & Budgeting 

Symbol DXCT

1,000,000,000 DXCT

730,000,000 DXCT

No new tokens will be created

Round 1(Pre-Sale) 

1DXCT = 0.0003 ETH 

Round 1-6(Main Sale) Market Price

BTC, ETH, USD, EUR

135,000 ETH

0.5 ETH

850 ETH

Total Supply

Tokens For Sale

Emission Rate

Price

Accepted Currencies

Hard Cap

Minimum Purchase

Maximum Purchase

(Table 1) DXCT Crowd Sale (*Subject to Change)
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ToBeLet has already invested a quarter-million dollars of company funds in the development of Project DataXchain 
and has ready working prototypes. In addition, our business has established strategic partnerships with Xiilab, MFU 
and Hyperledger Foundation, and we expect to forge additional partnerships in future.
 
ToBeLet plans on launching Project DataXchain regardless of the initial demand for DXCT. ToBeLet is thankful to all 
ICO participants, supporters and future partners, for the opportunity to develop and release the DataXchain Platform 
as an answer to some of the biggest data issues in the current world.  

Advisors will have a 1-year lock-up period, with 25% of their held tokens being unlocked every three months. Advisor 
token allocation is at 1 % of the members and advisors token pool. All ICO sales will be on a first come-first serve 
basis and full control of the token will be given to the participants who join first. 

In-House Funding

DataXchain

will be presented to the general public through ICO Sale & Bonus.

will be held for TOBL Foundation and will be used to vitalize the project and expand. Also, Tobelet is required 
to make airdrops to the users, reward new partners, liquidity for people buying and selling data for the market 
place.

will be kept by Members and Advisors.

will be used to promote and distribute free of charge to the participants for the DataXchain Bounty program.

73%
15%

10%
2%
*A detailed announcement on the issuance of tokens (Lock-up system, bonuses) will be posted on ToBeLet.org, prior to the Pre ICO. However, 
the initial plan of the lock up for the sale of the token is as below. 

Lock Up

DXCT Allocation Overview

(Figure 18) DXCT Distribution Chart

Crowdsale TOBL Foundation Team

Crowdsale

BountyTeam & Advisors

TOBL Foundation

Bounty

Total 73%
1,000,000,000DXCT

730,000,000 DXCT 

15%
150,000,000 DXCT

10%

100,000,000 DXCT

2%
20,000,000 DXCT
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4.1.3 ICO Sale

Stage Tokens for stage Bonus

87,500,000 40%Private sale

84,375,000 35%Pre sale

81,250,000 30%

Token Sale

78,125,000 25%

75,000,000 20%

71,875,000 15%

68,750,000 10%

183,125,000 5%

ICO TIMELINE 

(Table 2) DXCT ICO Timeline

Token Sale Dates: September 8th - December 9th 2018

Changes in ICO dates will be announced officially. 
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4.1.4 Budget Spending

Platform development and maintenance and any other expansion of the platform.30%

Business Expansions and Exchange Market is for listing our DXCT to the exchange market for the benefit of 
the token holders and expansion strategy to the different regions of the global data trading market. 

30%

Marketing and Promotions is for increase of the marketing and promotion efforts to effectively spread the 
core cause of the Tobelet Vision and Mission to the market.

20%

Operations and Consulting (Legal, Accounting and etc.) is very important to our project as it is the main 
backbone of a safe and legal launch of the project. 

15%

Charity donation/ awareness activities led by ToBeLet. As Tobelet Pte. Ltd. Is a Singapore based company, we 
are planning a charity donations and funding program to support and assist the data science, machine 
learning, and IT solution industry to create a equal opportunity in the data trading market. 

5%

Budget spending is as follows:

(Figure 19) DXCT Budget Chart

Platform Development

Business Expansions and
Exchange Market

Operations and Consulting
(Legal, Accounting and etc.)

Marketing and Promotions

BUDGETING CHART

Platform Development Business Expansions and Exchange Market Marketing and Promotions

Operations and Consulting (Legal, Accounting and etc.) Charity donations/Awareness Movement

Hard Cap

30%

30,000,000 USD

30%

15%

Charity donations / Awareness
Movement

5%

20%
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(Figure 20) DataXchain ICO and Development Road Map

ToBeLet Establishment
2018.06.12

DataXchain Teaming
2018.2Q

•    DXCT tokens will be issued to the ICO participants in the month following the completion of 

     the Pre-ICO and  Main ICO. 

•    Alpha version of DataXchain will be completed in December 2018. 

•    Beta version of DataXchain will be completed in June 2019. 

•    Soft launch of DataXchain will be in September 2019.

•    Full service version of DataXchain will be ready in December 2019.

Private ICO
Pre-ICO / Main ICO

2018.4Q

Alpha Build
2018.4Q

Beta Build
2019.2Q

Token Issue
2018.4Q

Soft Launch
2019.3Q

DataXchain Full Service
 Open

2019.4Q

04. Tokenomics

4.2 Road Map 
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(Figure 21) DataXchain Future Development Plans

Key User

 Time

 Main data

2018 - 2019

Human Human + Machine

Society

Core
Development
Function

Business

Individual

2020 - 2021 2022 - 2023

The DataXchain platform has a comprehensive development journey ahead of it. It will stay true to its mission of 
creating a world where My Data is traded fairly and equally and individual data ownership rights are respected and 
protected. It is a long journey in which considerable resources will be dedicated towards the driving of the improvement 
of the platform and the evolution of the platform till it reaches its ultimate goal.     

Individual Data MarketplacePhase 1 :

Business Data MarketplacePhase 2 :

Integrated Data MarketplacePhase 3 :

4.2.1 Future Development Plans

Phase 1 :
Individual Data
Marketplace 
(Deep Data)

Phase 2 :
Enterprise Data
Marketplace
(Deep Knowledge)

Phase 3 :
Intergrated Data
Marketplace 
(Deep Insight)

Matching / Labeling
Deep Learning
Blockchain

Business Intelligence
Curation
Collection

Prediction
Crowdsourcing
Interworking

DataXchain’s development will undergo three phases:
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DataXchain will secure and maintain a reserve fund for our own Conference/Forum centered on Blockchain and Data. 
Through these activities, ToBeLet will take the lead in raising awareness of the great value and potential of data. 

Phase 1: Individual Data Marketplace Period: 2018 – 2019

DataXchain will commence its operations as a 
marketplace for individual data, focussing on 
facilitating the trade of human data generated by 
individuals. With the use of DataXchain’s Deep 
Learning capabilities, the platform is able to 
perform data search with a high degree of 
accuracy and speed, preserve individuals’ rights 
to personal data and enhance the value of data 
collaboratively and share the benefits of data 
equally. The overall objective in this phase is the 
establishment of a Deep Data Trading ecosystem 
that is effective, efficient and widespread.

Key Users Individuals

Main Data Human Data

Core Development 
Functions

• X-Matcher v.1
• X-Labeler v.1
• X-Deep Learner v.
• X-Classifier v.1
• Blockchain: X-Fabric
• File System: X-FS

Roll Out The system with its functions will be 
launched in stages from Alpha to Beta to 
a full-service stage version.

Phase 2: Business Data Marketplace Period: 2020 – 2021

The Intermediate phase of DataXchain’s
development, which is the Deep Data Knowledge 
phase, is characterised by the inclusion of 
businesses in the data exchange flows. The 
producers and owners of data are no longer just 
individuals but enterprises as well. 
The ecosystem will handle business data as the 
additional block of data, to individual data, 
evolving towards its goal of being a key channel 
for business intelligence worldwide.

Key Users Enterprises, Individuals

Main Data Human Data + Machine Data

Core Development 
Functions

• X-Curator
• X-Collector
• Enhancing Deep Data Trading
  service and technology
• X-Deep Learner v.2
• X-Classifier v.2
• X-Matcher v.2
• X-Labeler v.2

Phase 3: Integrated Data Marketplace

Social Awareness Movement

Period: 2022 – 2023

The final phase is characterised by 
the involvement of the society in the DataXchain 
ecosystem and by that, we mean governments, 
public institutions and communities. DataXchain 
aims to occupy an integral place in society, being 
a crucial intersection point in the flow of 
information, knowledge and data, be it for a 
commercial or a social purpose. 

Key Users Society, Enterprises, Individuals

Main Data Human Data + Machine Data

Core Development 
Functions

• X-Crowdsourcer
• X-Interworker
• Enhancing Deep Data Knowledge
  Service
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Co-Founder/Members

Mr Yong Chang Baek was appointed as the Chief Executive Officer of Tobelet in June 2018. Prior 
to this, he was the Senior Managing Director in Dinnoplus, managing sales and marketing of IoT, 
Edge/Cloud Computing and Big Data solutions. Before that, he was managing the sales and 
marketing of IT solutions in overseas markets such as Vietnam and Thailand. Between 2000 
and 2010, he was Managing Director of KT, focused on developing new business models and 
incubation particularly in intelligent data services, planning the strategies of network and 
technology, and performing technical sales of R&C for foreign cooperation. For the following five 
years, as Vice president of KT, he managed the operation of the Digital Library and e-book 
business, as well as the customer service operations of local telecommunication services. 

Mr Yong Chang Baek

Chief Executive Officer, 
ToBeLet 

04. Tokenomics

4.3 Team

Mr Woo Yung Lee is the Chief Strategy Officer of ToBeLet and the current Chief Executive Officer 
of Xiilab, a strategic partner of ToBeLet. He founded Xiilab in 2010 and the company has since 
grown into an industry leader in the field of big-data technology and services as well as Artificial 
Intelligence in South Korea. Xiilab is currently listed on Konex and has a market capitalization of 
KRW1.1 billion.
Mr Lee is also currently the President of the Association of Big Data Business & Services 
Companies in South Korea and the External Director of Gyeonggi Research Institute. He has 
previously participated in policy formulation at a governmental level in South Korea, being 
appointed as a member of the Smart Work Council under the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future 
Planning, as well as a member of the e-Government 3.0 Public Data Strategy Council. Prior to 
that, he managed roles in the KT Technology Strategy Division (Future Planning), KT IT Strategy 
(Master Data Management) and the KT Solution Division (Robotics).

Mr Woo Yung Lee

Chief Strategy Officer, 
ToBeLet

Mr Young Hun Choi is the Chief Marketing Officer of ToBeLet, in charge of building the brand of 
the DataXchain platform and driving awareness and adoption of DataXchain. He is also the 
current Managing Director of Xiilab, ToBeLet’s strategic partner, managing the Service Business 
department.
Prior to joining Xiilab, he was the Managing Director of Intellectual Property (IP) management 
services provider Markpro. Over 20 years at Markpro, he has assumed the role of the Chief 
Financial Officer, drove the operations of Patent Annuity Management, as well as Sales and 
Marketing of IP management. 

Mr Young Hun Choi

Chief Marketing Offer, 
ToBeLet 

As the Chief Operating Officer of ToBeLet, Mr Frank Cha is in charge of the overall opera-
tion of ToBeLet’s business as well as the DataXchain platform, ensuring the implementa-
tion of various strategic and tactical plans and business activities.
Before joining Xiilab, he was the Marketing Manager of IP management company Markpro, 
driving sales and market share growth of Markpro Global services, managing research on 
consumer tastes, and business feasibility and viability in order to develop new products, as 
well as managing new and existing product lines.

Mr Frank Cha

Chief Operating Offer, ToBeLet 
(Possible Dual Position with 

CMO as well)
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4.3 Team

Mr Seong Gon Gim is the Director of Business Development of ToBeLet. He is also currently 
managing Finance and Investor Relations at Xiilab, as well as the Chief Executive Officer of 
business consulting firm Polarplan. With strong experience and expertise in finance, his previous 
experience includes managing Business Strategy at Xiilab as well as being a financial controller 
in a leading investment and securities firm.  
He is a certified investment manager, securities investment advisor, fund investment advisor 
and derivatives investment advisor.

Mr Seong Gon Gim

Director of Business 
Development, ToBeLet

Mr Ki Song Chung will spearhead the development of core content for Music For You (MFU), 
working partner of DataXchain’s Data Enrichment Program. He brings to DataXchain close to 
three decades of experience in the Korean music industry, both in music development and 
education. He has been a director of the Korea Music Copyright Association since 1990, an 
outsourcing producer for SM Entertainment since 1999 and an outsourcing guitar session and 
arranger for the Keumyoung Group since 2001. Since 2004, he has lectured in music at the 
Jeonnam Provincial College, the Chugye School of Arts Conservatory and the Howon University. 
He is currently Head of the Applied Music Department at the Seoul Arts-Occupational Training 
College as well as the lead guitarist of N.EX.T. Utd.

Mr Ki Song Chung

Core Contents Developer, 
MFU

Mr Jin Hee Park is a highly experienced developer of data analysis platforms and applications, 
having worked on projects for Samsung and Xiilab. At Xiilab, he developed various social media 
or web crawling-based data analysis platforms such as Gruppii Service, Buzzbee Service, as well 
as survey data-based reward APP Cheese Counter service. For Samsung, he developed data 
analysis platforms for the SDS Big Data Project and the Samsung R&D United Kingdom Energy 
Analysis Project. His other significant project involvements include the KISTI Micro-enterprise 
Project, Kids Watch & AI Speaker Project, and the Agency for Defense Development DNet Project
At DataXchain, he will focus on developing Service Layer of the Platform.

Mr Jin Hee Park

Core Developer - Service, 
Xiilab

Mr Joon Seok Seo has worked on the development of several significant big data analytics 
platforms and applications since 2014. He helped develop SK Telecom’s Analytics Platform 
for Intelligent Operation (APOLLO), particularly the Next-generation Mobile Web Platform 
and the Fast Data Platform. Since May 2017, he has been involved in data analysis 
platform development projects such as the Convergence Technology Development for 
Zero-energy Town Energy Cloud Implement and the Deep Learning Energy Diagnosis Big 
Data Platform Development for Zero Energy building in public sector.
At DataXchain, he will focus on developing Blockchain Layer of the Platform.

Mr Jun Seok Seo

Core Developer - Blockchain, 
Xiilab

Co-Founder/Members
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4.3 Team Advisors

Mr Jin Hwan Kim
Patent Speciallist 

Patent Legal, Co Managing Partner 
at GV IP Law Firm

Mr Jeff Markham
Technical Advisor

Technical Director, APAC 
at Hortonworks

Mr Sung Wook Kim
Patent Speciallist 

Local Representative, China  
at Tobelet

Dr Sun Moo (Svenna) Kang, Ph.D.
Technical Advisor

Kyung Hee University, 
Department of Computer Science 

and Engineering

Dr Rado Kotorov, Ph.D.
Technical Advisor

CIO and VP at the Office 
of the President 

at Information Builders

Dr Ted (Tai Kyung) Jeong, Ph.D
Technical Advisor

Cha Business School: 
MBA, Vice Dean

Mr Young Soo Park
Technical Advisor

Director of Contents, 
MFU

Mr Phan Ming Quang
Director of Business Development

Founder, vlink

Mr Ho Min Kim
Finance and Accounting Specialist

KICPA/Partner, Induk Accounting Corp.
Finance and Accounting Specialist
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Tokenomics04.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT GIVE PERSONAL, LEGAL, OR FINANCIAL ADVICE.
YOU ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO SEEK YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL LEGAL
AND FINANCIAL ADVICE.

1. Risk associated with the development, operation and maintenance of the DataXchain Platform 

Descriptions of the services and products included within the White Paper, which are expected to form part of
the DataXchain Platform are preliminary, and depend not only upon the development of the DataXchain Platform
by ToBeLet and/or its related corporations, but also upon participants actually using the DataXchain Platform to
deploy their products and services.

a.

Descriptions of the services and products included within the White Paper, which are expected to form part of 
the DataXchain Platform are preliminary, and depend not only upon the development of the DataXchain Platform 
by ToBeLet and/or its related corporations, but also upon participants actually using the DataXchain Platform to 
deploy their products and services.

b.

Aspects of the DataXchain Platform, in particular the planned DataXchain File System, require a significant 
number of DataXchain Platform participants so that they will have features as described in the White Paper. 

c.

The DataXchain Platform may fail to be adequately developed or maintained or ToBeLet may encounter difficulties 
during development or operation, including financial, resourcing and technical difficulties. This may create the risk 
that DXCT or the DataXchain Platform may not meet your expectations at the time of the Payment and may 
negatively impact the DataXchain Platform and DXCT, and the potential utility of DXCT. 

d.

The products and services that are offered by third parties through DataXchain Platform may be subject to 
applicable laws and legal requirements in the relevant jurisdictions and may create the risk of infringing such 
laws and legal requirements. This may negatively impact the DataXchain Platform, DXCT, and the utility of DXCT.

e.

The Service may involve the use, purchase or sale of data, this may be subject to applicable data protection laws 
and regulations in the relevant jurisdictions and may create the risk of infringing such laws and regulations. This 
may negatively impact the DataXchain Platform and DXCT, and the utility of DXCT.

f.

4.5 Disclaimer

2. Risks arising from no governance rights: 

DXCT confers no governance rights of any kind with respect to the DataXchain Platform and/or ToBeLet or its 
related corporations. Accordingly, all decisions involving the DataXchain Platform and/or ToBeLet and its related 
corporations will be made by ToBeLet at its sole discretion, including decisions to discontinue ToBeLet’s products 
or services and/or the DataXchain Platform, to create and sell more Tokens for use in the DataXchain Platform, or 
to sell or liquidate ToBeLet. These decisions could adversely affect the DataXchain Platform and the utility of any 
Tokens that you own, including DXCT utility for obtaining the Services.  
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DXCT and the proposed Token Sale are based on the Ethereum blockchain which is still in a relatively early develop-
ment stage and is unproven for this purpose. Any malfunction, flaws, breakdown or abandonment of the Ethereum 
blockchain may have a material adverse effect on DXCT, the Token Sale and/or the DataXchain Platform. Further-
more, developments in cryptographic technologies and techniques or changes in consensus protocol or algorithms 
could present risks to DXCT, the Token Sale and/or the DataXchain Platform, including the utility of DXCT for 
obtaining the Services, by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins the 
Ethereum blockchain. The Ethereum blockchain is also scheduled to change the cryptographic consensus mecha-
nism it relies upon, to a “proof of stake” system, and there are risks relating to improper implementation of this new 
mechanism, and unanticipated adverse effects may result from such implementation.

a.

Risk of Ethereum mining attacks : As with other cryptocurrencies, the Ethereum blockchain is susceptible to mining 
attacks, including double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks, and race condition 
attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to DXCT, the Token Sale and/or the DataXchain Platform, including 
proper execution and sequencing of transactions involving DXCT.

b.

Risk of theft : The Ethereum blockchain may be exposed to attacks by hackers or other individuals that could result 
in theft or loss of ETH, or DXCT, impacting the ability to develop the DataXchain Platform.

c.

Tokenomics04.

3. Risk of failure, abandonment or delay of the DataXchain Platform: 

The sale and creation of DXCT and the development of the DataXchain Platform may fail, be abandoned or be 
delayed for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, or lack of commercial 
success or prospects (e.g. caused by competing projects).

5.  Regulatory risks: 

It is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new regulations addressing, 
blockchain technology, which may be contrary to the Token and/or the DataXchain Platform and which may, inter 
alia, result in substantial modifications of the DataXchain Platform, including termination and the loss of DXCT.

6.  Risk of Loss of private key: 

The Tokens may only be accessed with a combination of private key and password. The private key is encrypted 
with a password. Loss of requisite private key(s) associated with your digital wallet or vault storing DXCT will result 
in loss of such Tokens which will be unrecoverable and permanently lost.

4. Risk associated with the Ethereum blockchain: 

4.5 Disclaimer
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Tokenomics04.

7.  Risk of hacking and security weaknesses : 

The Tokens, the Token Sale, the DataXchain Platform (if and when developed) and ToBeLet may be targeted by 
hackers or malicious groups or organisations who may attempt to interfere with the DataXchain Platform or DXCT 
and/or the Token Sale or steal DXCT in various ways, including malware attacks, distributed denial of service, 
consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, phising, smurfing and hacking.  Furthermore, there is a risk that a third 
party or a member of ToBeLet may intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure 
of the DataXchain Platform, which could negatively affect the DataXchain Platform, DXCT and/or the Token Sale, 
including the utility of DXCT for obtaining Services.

8.  Risks associated with taxation : 

The tax treatment and accounting of DXCT is uncertain and may vary amongst jurisdictions. You must seek 
independent tax advice in connection with purchasing DXCT, which may result in adverse tax consequences to you.   

9.  Risks associated with volatility of cryptocurrencies if used for payment :

The value of the cryptocurrency may fluctuate significantly over a short period of time as a result of various factors 
including market dynamics, regulatory changes, technical advancements, and economic and political factors. Due 
to such volatility, ToBeLet may not be able to fund development of the DataXchain Platform, or may not be able to 
maintain the DataXchain Platform in the manner that it intended.  

10. Technology risks : 

DXCT is intended to represent a new capability on emerging technology that is not fully proven in use.  As the 
technology matures, new capabilities may dramatically alter the usefulness of DXCT or the ability to use or sell 
DXCT.  The functionality of DXCT is complex, will require enhancements and product support over time, and full 
functionality may take longer than expected.  The full functionality of DXCT is not yet complete and no assurance 
can be provided of such completion.

11. Risk of dissolution of ToBeLet or DataXchain Platform : 

It is possible, due to any number of reasons including, but not limited to, an unfavourable fluctuation in the value of 
ETH (or other cryptographic and fiat currencies), decrease in the Token’s utility, the failure of commercial relation-
ships, or intellectual property ownership challenges, that the DataXchain Platform may no longer be viable to 
operate and ToBeLet may dissolve or be wound up or face an uncertain or changing regulatory regime.

12. Unanticipated risks :

Cryptographic tokens such as DXCT are a new and relatively untested technology. In addition to the risks noted 
above, there are other risks associated with your purchase, holding and use of DXCT that ToBeLet cannot antici-
pate. Such risks may further materialise as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks set out above.

4.5 Disclaimer




